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What is PandapunkDAO?

Simply said, PandapunkDAO is a non-fungible token (NFT) project that leverages

blockchain technology to connect individuals to digital assets in a safe and secure 

manner. With the emergence of blockchain gaming and the metaverse,

new game models such as play-to-earn have become available (P2E). 

Pandapunk already provides hundreds of digital items to our community using the PFP

model through our NFT initiative. Now, we've launched DAO in order to produce 

income and contribute to the community's betterment. It's a win-win-win situation 

in its purest form. This allows investors to benefit from the P2E ecosystem

while also providing the DAO with a profitable revenue stream.

Since the majority of the rapidly increasing NFT community is new to cryptocurrency, 

PandapunkDAO rewards new members with equity (tokens) in exchange for 

the benefit and perks that comes within the community.

 PandapunkDAO is well positioned to assist our community 

in capitalising on new crypto opportunities and generating new revenue streams for 

our community by offering knowledge and equity to our members.

The PandapunkDAO is the world's first NFT-based decentralised autonomous organisation 

(DAO), created to foster long-term cultural effects and give investors with a new source 

of revenue. A digital asset with a novel method of capital formation together with 

community that fosters equity and voice for those at the top, middle, and bottom of 

the economic ladder. We're talking about expanding the global middle class by 

onboarding the 61 percent up through cryptocurrency and web3 prospects.
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The Problem We Are Here 

to Solve

Why We Are Different

Almost daily, new PFP NFT projects are launched on platforms like Opensea; sadly, 
not all of these projects survive due to the lack of a sustainability model.

 Looking at these early stages of the P2E dynamic, 
crypto is creating opportunities through games that pay out 2–10x those sums. By bridging these

 communities and revenue-generating assets
, we may contribute to the creation of new opportunities for individuals and

 increased value for Pandapunk investors.

What makes PandapunkDAO unique is that we have an integrated
 revenue source and developed the community to over 5,000

 members in only a few months through social media. 
We've already accomplished two of a DAO's basic characteristics for sustainability:

 community and cashflow. We also have established collaboration with notable 
influencers and celebrities such as Altimet, Daddyhood, Soloz, and Homebois..
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Disclaimer

THIS DISCLAIMER IS MEANT TO PROVIDE THE READER WITH INFORMATION REGARDING 
HOW THE PANDAPUNKDAO (“PP”) TOKEN AND NETWORK OPERATE. 
IT IS MEANT TO INFORM THE CURRENT DESIGN OF THE PP TOKEN
AND NETWORK AS WELL AS ITS PLANNED DESIGN.

THIS IS INFORMATIONAL ONLY AND DOES NOT REPRESENT A COMMITMENT TO YOU, 
THE READER, OF ANY OF THE CURRENT OR FUTURE DESIGNS OR FUNCTIONALITY OF
THE PP TOKEN OR NETWORK. MOREOVER, THIS IS NOT A SOLICITATION TO PURCHASE 
PP TOKENS (“TOKENS”).

PURCHASING THE PP TOKEN INVOLVES CONSIDERABLE RISK. THE TOKEN MAY
BECOME WORTHLESS AND THE PLATFORM MAY NOT MEET YOUR NEEDS. 
NO PURCHASES CAN BE REFUNDED OR EXCHANGED. DO NOT PURCHASE THE PP TOKEN
WITH MONEY YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE.
THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT THE UTIL ITY OF 
THE PP TOKENS WILL MEET YOUR NEEDS OR EXPECTATIONS.

IF YOU PURCHASE THE TOKENS YOU ARE INHERENTLY ASSUMING THE RISK OF ITS LOSS OF
VALUE FROM THE TIME OF THE PURCHASE, AND YOU ARE AGREEING THAT THE TOKENS’ 
PRESENT FUNCTIONALITY MIGHT BE ALL THEY ARE EVER CAPABLE OF DOING. 
IF YOU PURCHASE ANY OF THE TOKENS YOU AGREE THAT YOU HAVE NO RECOURSE AND YOU WILL 
NOT ASSERT ANY CLAIM, ACTION, JUDGEMENT OR REMEDY AGAINST PANDAPUNKDAO 
IF THE TOKEN LOSES VALUE, THE PP PLATFORM OR NETWORK CEASES TO FUNCTION,
OR IF THE PLATFORM OR NETWORK DOES NOT ULTIMATELY MEET EXPECTATIONS.

IF YOU ARE UNCERTAIN WHETHER TO PURCHASE TOKENS IN L IGHT OF THESE
DISCLAIMERS OR LEGAL NOTICES CONTAINED HEREIN,  
OR IF YOU ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THE LOSS OF ANY MONEY YOU USE TO PURCHASE 
THE TOKENS, WE STRONGLY URGE YOU NOT TO PURCHASE ANY PP TOKENS .

WE RECOMMEND YOU CONSULT LEGAL,  F INANCIAL,  TAX, AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL 
ADVISORS OR EXPERTS FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE BEFORE 
PURCHASING TOKENS. WE CANNOT PROVIDE YOU ANY OF THE FOREGOING ADVICE. 
ACCORDINGLY, YOU ARE STRONGLY ADVISED TO TAKE INDEPENDENT
LEGAL ADVICE IN RESPECT OF THE LEGALITY IN YOUR JURISDICTION 
OF YOUR PURCHASE OF THE TOKENS.

PP TOKENS ARE NOT SHARES OR SECURITIES OF ANY TYPE. 
THEY DO NOT GRANT YOU TO ANY KIND OF OWNERSHIP OR OTHER INTEREST. 
THE PP TOKENS EXIST TO FACILITATE YOUR USE OF THE PP NETWORK. 
THEY ARE NOT INVESTMENTS; THERE IS NO PROMISE THAT THEY
WILL INCREASE IN VALUE; THEY ARE VALUABLE ONLY INSOFAR AS 
THEY ARE DESIGNED TO WORK WITHIN THE PP NETWORK.

Please Read Before Purchasing PP Tokens or Attempting to Use the PP Network
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Introduction

PandapunkDAO is a decentralised, autonomous organisation dedicated to provide value to 
investors through the use of Cryptocurrency, NFT assets, platforms, and other blockchain 

initiatives. Revenue  to come in  the form of Crypto staking, metaverse opportunity ,
P2E investment or any related form on-chain. It's a resource centre and opportunity 

zone for the evolving technology in peer-to-peer economy on the blockchain.

PandapunkDAO will acquire NFT assets and participate in a suitable P2E models.
PandapunkDAO has already amassed a community of 2,000,000 gamers through our

 partnership with gaming influencers, eager to cash in on the P2E trend. And, 
as evidenced by the success of Axie Infinity,sandbox games and splinterland , 

this market has been acknowledged by investors 
and community members alike.

However, we distinguish ourselves by leveraging this model to multiply our revenue. 
We are not seeking to establish the metaverse or games, but to harness it, 

and we will take advantage of any crypto perks or platforms that exist to provide value to
 the community. 
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Our Core Pillars

Treasury – Using P2E (and whatever profitable new innovation comes next

in crypto), we can channel revenue from the metaverse ecosystem via 

monetization of NFT assets through various way. 

Education – Through DAO tokenomics, incentivize users to learn about crypto 

and web3, converting them into official DAO stakeholders through rewards 

upon completion. Actual learning modules that involve engagement in order

for the knowledge to be absorbed more effectively. From understanding the 

benefits of cryptocurrency and how to use it while effectively safeguarding it.

Community –  a portion of the revenue stream will be used for community 

development activities.

Governance — Any member may submit proposals for significant projects 

for the DAO to vote on. Through our localised member base with unique 

background, we can crowdsource in-depth research and analysis on the

most significant projects to invest.
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Investment Landscape

Due to the PandapunkDAO’s business model, the PP token will offer exposure to multiple 

use case of Crypto. From play-to-earn (P2E) and DeFi to digital asset ownership (NFT).

NFT sales topped $10 billion in the third quarter of 2021.

 

Despite the impressive showing, only about 1 million people have bought NFTs thus far, 

leaving enormous room for growth.

Note: DappRadar is a company which tracks on-chain NFT sales across multiple blockchains including Ethereum, Flow, Wax, and BSC.

Source : DappRadar

Quarterly non-fungible token sales volumes across multiple blockchains, in U.S. dollars
NFT sales surge to $10.7 billion in Q3 - DappRadar
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Investment Landscape

Decentralized Finance has hit $115B in total locked value, allowing anyone anywhere to lend, 

borrow, invest, and trade peer-to-peer instantly..

Note: Data only shows sales on the ethereum blockchain, which is used for the majority of NFT sales. Data does not include sales
which took place “off-chain”
Source: NonFungible.com

Number of buyers on non-fungible tokens on the ethereum blockchain per week

Weekly NFT buyers - NonFungible.com
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Investment Landscape

By 2020, the worldwide gaming industry is worth about $170 billion. It was larger than the 

film business and North American sports combined – that is, until blockchain gaming and 

other gaming models like as play-to-earn(P2E) gained traction.

Additionally, the PandapunkDAO structure provide several revenue streams 

(lending, renting, and selling) aimed for metaverse well beyond expansion. As such, 

PP appeals to investors seeking uncorrelated returns within the progress we make in the 

metaverse.

The DAO oversees the treasury's management, allowing the community to have a vote 

in how it is run. Treasury will diversify its holdings and leverage blockchain protocols to 

boost Treasury yields and returns. The value of PP will increase over time as assets under 

management and these metaverse economies develop.

PandapunkDAO is capable to onboard a large number of individuals into cryptocurrency

as a result of this junction of innovation and earning possibilities via P2E. Our target 

audience (gaming community) is in desperate need of crypto and stands to gain the

most from it.  This is how the exponential growth of crypto occurs.
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Investment Landscape
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How do we create human impact?

The PandapunkDAO will assist in providing opportunity to gaming community.

 We are helping to onboard the masses into crypto — from the bottom up.

Nearly 99 % of our gaming community is unaware that our work is conducted on 

cryptocurrency networks or even what crypto is. They learned about money-making games. 

It's wonderful that we can reward these novices to learn about crypto, its advantages,

and how to safeguard it via DAO tokenomics. They will receive airdropped NFT & DAO tokens 

upon completion, granting them interest in the NFT and DAO and the ability to direct it into

 the future.
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How do we create
 economic opportunity for our 

community and investors?

The PandapunkDAO was established to provide long-term impact and to give investors

 with a new source of revenue means of wealth accumulation. 

A community that fosters fairness and voice for individuals at all level of the economic ladder. 

We're talking about expanding the people by using the capital of high-income earners to

 create chances for others in crypto and web3, as well as providing

 investors with new profound revenue streams. 
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Sharing value between our 
community and the DAO

The majority of in-game tokens (75 %) are generated by players. Additionally, managers oversee 

the training and onboarding of this enormous influx of individuals (15 %). 

The remaining tokens (10%) of the total are distributed to the DAO to assist in managing and 

growing the infrastructure that powers PandapunkDAO and in creating the next generation 

of possibilities for our community.

Capital raised through investing in the PP token is immediately available for use, this advantage

will pass to the whole community, from new members to token and even NFT holders.

The more funds contributed, the more assets we can acquire, the more opportunities

we can explore, and the more income we generate, the larger the DAO gets and

the greater our effect and value.
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The Emergence of Play-to-Earn

Cryptocurrency has historically been a top-down phenomena economically. However, a
with the emergence of play to earn (P2E) games, individuals are able to acquire 
cryptocurrency and use it with merchants and their local economy.

Through our four basic pillars of treasuries, education, community, and governance, 
we are employing NFTs/P2E/metaverse concept to assist the gaming community. 
Axie infinity and its token SLP are the most notable example of this.

P2E gaming enables us to accomplish this aim by renting or 
lending DAO assets (NFTs) to players who use them to unlock in-game reward tokens
redeemable for local currency, therefore providing a salary for the gamer and 
generating income for the DAO. The majority of DAOs are founded with 
the intention of generating revenue. PandapunkDAO incorporates one.

Additionally, we are seeing the genesis of P2E; e ven if P2E just captures a small portion 
of the market share from mainstream gaming, it still represents a possibility to 
touch huge numbers internationally.

The gaming business is unstoppable in its expansion, and blockchain games will cut into 
the present gaming market while wooing non-gamers. Consider 
Axie Infinity's success as proof of this.

The P2E paradigm enables you to play games for a chance to win or harvest in-game 
tokens on public blockchains. They are free to travel about, and marketplaces
have been established to facilitate their trade. The point about play to earn is that, 
like a nation's economy, the game's economy must be handled properly. 
Specific requirements, a barrier to entry for even playing the game, 
and value sinks for the in-game token are required. Value sinks enable the token
to be destroyed or locked up once the barrier to entry is met. Typically, 
the impediment is monetary.
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The Emergence of Play-to-Earn

To play Axie, you must have three Axies. While Axies were quite inexpensive not long ago, 
they are now at least $200 a piece. A powerful Axie might cost up to $500. 
That is the impediment.

The PandapunkDAO acquires these assets (NFTs/tokens) and lends them to 
scholars on a daily basis, so providing them with remuneration where 
they previously lacked in traditional games. We can enhance people's lives 
by expanding their economic alternatives and connecting them to new possibilities
in decentralised virtual economies and the Metaverse. We think that the 
metaverse economy will be able to compete with the majority of real-world economies.

Surprisingly, the P2E movement is also educating the general public about cryptocurrency.
It is not Bitcoin, cheaper/faster payments, or memes, but rather games. 
The majority of these newbies are unaware that all of this occurs on crypto networks.
By rewarding early adopters to learn through DAO tokenomics, we have 
a wonderful chance to teach them.

Not only will they find a new source of revenue, but they will also become 
local crypto advocates and PandapunkDAO ambassadors, armed 
with knowledge of this new open internet of value. Cryptocurrency and blockchain
reaped the greatest benefits from the internet since it was the closest to it. 
Cryptocurrency was created on a worldwide scale. Anyone with an internet 
connection is eligible to participate.
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Future Revenue Streams

How do people become a part of 
PandapunkDAO? 

We will not only use P2E/gaming to fulfil our objective, but also whatever cryptocurrency 

use cases emerges next. P2E is now the lowest-hanging fruit to achieve our goal.

Just like no one predicted P2E three years ago, we have no clue what new economic 

models blockchain may toss our way next. However, if we can use it to increase our 

income and give more incentives, education, and opportunity, we will harness it. 

Gaming is only one of several verticals.

Our expansion will be digital first in nature in order to capitalise on the early metaverse, 

but we will also have a physical presence on the ground. We will be able to leverage 

the web3 versions of popular service platforms such as Airbnb and Uber. When 

that occurs, we will be able to roll it out promptly, owing to our local and global base.

PandapunkDAO is a large-scale endeavour, but it is operational. It requires nothing

 more than expansion. Fortunately, there is a strong market for borrowing and 

profiting on NFT assets.  By 2030, we estimate that about a third of the global 

workforce will be employed by a DAO. We are implementing a bottom-up strategy.

Despite its infancy, PandapunkDAO has attracted a broad and enthusiastic group of

volunteers devoted to assisting in the organization's development. Prospective builders

are welcomed to present themselves on our Discord server, and those who demonstrate

a real willingness to assist are granted access to our selection of builder team, 

where they can communicate with one another and contribute to the DAO.

Our team already possesses an incredible array of capabilities in development, 

marketing, visual design, content creation, social media presence, and community 

management. It continues to expand daily as more web3 participants and 

influencers are drawn to our unique mission and value offer.
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Roadmap

The community owns the DAO, and the community will vote on all actions, 

including purchases. Our goal at PandaPunkNFT DAO is to ensure everyone

 acquires head.

DAO WALLET FUNDING
20% of the initial mint revenue will be dedicated to the community wallet controlled 

by the DAO. Additionally, we are dedicating 5% of pentas.io royalties to the community 

wallet. In the next few days, we will also set up the multi-sig wallet, which is essential 

for making our DAO fully decentralized. Our signers will include the team members (2)

and four community members. 5/6 signatures will be needed to pass a proposal.

SNAPSHOT
Shortly after launch, we will set up our voting platform on snapshot.org, allowing 

holders to vote and introduce their own proposals. The following are the requirements

to pass a snapshot vote Panda token $PP (Minimum of 150000 token to create

a proposal)(24 Hours to vote)

WEEKLY AMA
The team will hold weekly AMAs to discuss future plans and address communities 

concerns. Times will be announced before each AMA.
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Roadmap
.

(wip - work in progress)
The project development plan will be examined and adjusted on a regular basis in

accordance with the PP token holders' demands. Proposals for additional features or 

adjustments will be voted on by the DAO. The plan outlined in this document is subject to 

change. The official website and blog will be updated with any changes to the roadmap.

Pre-DAO
 Create Website

 Collaboration with celebrities and influencers 

 Team Expansion 

 Token launch

 Fair Launch

 Liquidity incentives

 First 100 Pandapunk NFT holders’ airdrop

Post DAO
 Multisig Election

 Implementation of DAO voting mechanisms 

 Collaboration with Homebois (Soloz & Daddy house)

 Develop the educational material/platform gamers can utilize to learn

 Kick off the P2E investment programs

 Further PP lending, funding and yield programs

 Further decentralize DAO through new initiative

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
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Treasury and Tokenomics
PP Token
PP is a BEP-20 token with Binance Smart Chain (BSC)  smart contract. It enables us to 

match our builders' and community's incentives, stimulate development, decentralise 

the network, and allow access to DAO decision-making.

Our tokenomics are unique; in order to optimise PP value through the use of innovative 

blockchain use cases such as NFTs and P2E, the PP token reaps value through many sources. 

The DAO's major source of revenue will first come from leveraging DAO-owned NFT assets 

through loan and rental schemes that allow members to use these assets in exchange for a 

share of the profits. The value of all PandapunkDAO initiatives will be reflected in the market 

capitalization of the PP governance tokens.

The value of the PP token will increase in order to keep pace with the growth of 

assets under management and these virtual economies.

We anticipate game creators,guilds and studios approaching PandapunkDAO for 

collaborations to aid with early adoption through our built-in and expanding community, 

in addition to the optics of working with a social impact initiative. Creating a good

environment for the PandapunkDAO.

The utility and value of PP is derived from:

The total value of the DAO’s owned assets (NFTs, game/gov tokens)

Appreciation from the treasury’s DeFi/NFT yield farming

Staking to vote and participate in the network

Payment or funding of projects within the network

Investing and gain rewards from the DAO’s owned assets through

 Asset rentals, lending, and sales

 Merchandise

 Esports / tournaments

 Royalties (NFTs)

 Funded projects 

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
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Token Distribution
A total of 21,000,000,000 PP tokens created and almost 85% will be owned or managed by 

the community and its builders.

Given PandapunkDAO's mission to be a decentralised community, we've built the DAO 

in such a way that we may achieve long-term benefit. This includes the following:

  55% of issued tokens will be distributed directly to the community and 30% will be 

  allocated in the DAO, ensuring real community ownership.

  There will be no pre-launch private sales of tokens 

  (no privileged investors or venture capitalists), with all proceeds going to the

   community. 

  DAO assets are administered by a multi-signature group of different and 

  respected builders/advisors. 

Token Fair Launch
On 5th December 2021, the PP coin was created on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) network. 

As an added perk for early investors, individuals who acquired the first 100 Pandapunk NFTs 

got airdropped extra PP tokens following the launch.

We believe this is a fair launch in this field for a variety of reasons:

  There is no private sales or VC deals 

  The community will own more than two-thirds (85%) of all tokens 

  There will be a 4/7 multi-sig of diverse reputable builders in this space that 

  will be determined by DAO

  There will be less speculation about the token's value because there will be 

  no new protocol released down the road. The business concept is currently 

  operational; all that is required is scaling.

VCs will contribute knowledge/experience, credibility, capital, and awareness. All 

of this is fantastic, but these are unexplored grounds for venture capitalists, but we 

are dedicated to navigating them together by providing our community, advisers, 

and builders early access to the project.

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
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Token Distribution

When there are no venture capital agreements, this issuing strategy gets easier. Additionally, 

the original team will receive only 8%. And by allocating 8% of all tokens to key members, 

it's apparent that PandapunkDAO is committed to building a substantial community.

55% of the token is accessible for purchase on Binance Smart Chain Dexes such as 

Pancakeswap, while the remaining 30% is reserved in the DAO to jumpstart the programs.

A substantial fraction of the tokens are reserved for the DAO in order to align long-term 

aspirations and objectives while keeping the future in mind. A broad group of people should 

own and govern the PandapunkDAO network. Not simply those who were lucky enough to

be early adopters of cryptocurrency. Most people that we hope to reach do not yet use

Crypto or web3 platforms. As a result, strategic thought and expertise are required. 

Many of the groups we wish to assist are still in their infancy. The community component

must be approached with a few years, if not a decade, in mind. Additionally, it is critical to 

ensure that membership is obtained solely through the purchase of the token or NFT.

This is why we've assigned certain measures, such as the education pillar, 

to aid in its widespread distribution. You will earn DAO tokens as a result of your

education on cryptocurrency, its benefits, and how to safeguard it. You will then 

have a vote in the future direction of the DAO. There will be further projects that do

not need purchasing, but rather provide value for the community's continued 

development and progress.
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Keeping this in mind, and with the community allocation being the majority of 

funds used for various projects such as investment, growth, education, and retention. 

As such, it requires intelligent management, which is why we have chosen the DAO 

mechanics for community growth.

This signifies that the overall amount of PP in circulation (55%) is considered low

following the launch. This benefits both future members and early investors by 

ensuring a low and stable float.

PandapunkDAO is a long-term vision. Members of the new and current communities will turn

 to the incentives to remain active and contribute to the DAO's growth. Rather than immediately

 releasing all tokens into circulation, we're positioned to incentivise not just early adopters,

but the whole community to participate.
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Future Plans for the PP Token

This is a large-scale endeavour. Our war chest of treasury tokens will enable us to 

continue attracting builders and advisers for years to come. Our long-term objective 

is to have a beneficial influence on communities while also generate revenue to our DAO. 

This long-term perspective is why we organised our launch in the manner that we did, 

with an eye toward producing sufficient finances for today's operations but also having 

enough cash on hand to address emerging issues and embracing new partners as our 

prospects increase.

Additionally, 55% of the 1B tokens have been issued to the circulation for investores, and  

30% of the tokens have been transferred directly to the Multisig and the community will 

decide what to do with them:

 Acquisition

 Education

 Retention

 Growth

 DAO Contributors

 Staking/Liquidity 

 Rewards

Due to the fact that much of our long-term initiatives will not be required or built for

some time, such as the majority of our future education modules, we do not anticipate 

that this total amount will be consumed in the first year, and the community may 

choose to increase the rewards for current token holders through other initiatives.

O

O

O

O

O

O
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PandapunkDAO Team and Structure

Multi-Sig Members

Aiman

Asyraaf

Known as Anonxyzmh on Twitter, he is an NFT enthusiast, 

a trader, and a Crypto investor. He is a full-time auditor 

in PwC, one of the big 4 audit firms in the world. He always 

believes that the crypto, NFT, and metaverse will bring 

algorithms which will replace the function of the

government and change how the society works.

Known as GoodBrainMU on Twitter. He is a student 

currently doing his Final Year Project on local University. 

He is an NFT enthusiast, and a Crypto Investor. Currently

on his path of learning and exploring more into DeFi.

Aiman (@Anonxyzmh) is the founder of PandaPunk NFT .

Asyraaf (@GoodBrainMU) is the founder of PandaPunk NFT
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PandapunkDAO Team and Structure

Known as BicaraKrypto on Twitter, Youtube and Tiktok. 

He is a Crypto investor and trader since 2015. He is into

content creation especially YouTube and Tiktok with huge 

following in Malaysia and active in the Malaysia NFT scene. 

He worked in MDEC, the government agency under the 

Ministry of Communications and Multimedia Malaysia 

entrusted to lead the nation's digital economy forward and 

was a key member in the gig and sharing economy 

projects in Malaysia.

Asyraf

Advisor
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DAO Structure and Governance

Governance and Decision Making

The DAO will govern and enable a specific series of projects that represent a variety of 

income and revenue opportunities in the P2E and beyond. One project will be dedicated

to Axie Infinity, while others will focus on other P2E games. Another project may represent 

the future web3 version of Uber or any other cryptocurrency prospects. Diverse tactics will

be used to optimise ROI on each project. Each project is governed by a single governance 

token.

By using the power of tokens, one may acquire exposure to the community's overall worth 

and align incentives around the objective. Tokens will reflect voting privileges in the DAO 

and other use cases in PandapunkDAO ecosystem.

The PP protocol is automated through the use of smart contracts that are directed by 

consensus via the DAO in response to governance propositions. The token offers a more

direct connection to the network and will serve as the gatekeeper for the PandapunkDAO

community.

Holders of the token will be able to propose and vote on changes that will determine 

the DAO's future course. A governance forum (eg: Discord) will be used to help make 

decisions. The forum provides a space for members to exchange insights and ideas.
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Multi Sig Treasury

Official Links

We strive for security and transparency. Utilizing a 4 of 7 multi-signature from a diverse group 

of builders and partners around the industry alleviates fears of a bad actor.

Multi-sig address for DAO:  
Token Contract Address:      0x3f972666e487b4829fb21c819b9f6b702fbd619c

Pandapunk NFT Address:   0xb928487DE888e63686c341Ac215C6944AFe7E820

Website: https://pandapunknft.com/

Community Discord : https://discord.gg/hCD8VUX8

Twitter: https://twitter.com/PandaPunkNFT 
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Summary

Digital asset ownership truly is the paradigm change that we believe it to be and we 

would like to ensure that ownership options are readily available and accessible. 

The resources and capability to accomplish this are already in place, as is significant 

demand from the community and investors. This is your chance to contribute to something 

significant. Something that has the ability to effect community development while also 

providing you with profitable number of increase opportunities.

Join  PandapunkDAO with a vital objective, be an early adopter, and contribute 

to the network effect and cryptocurrency's growth.
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Legal

The information set forth in these Legal Notices (“Legal Notices”) may not be exhaustive and 

neither create a contract between you and PP. While we make every reasonable effort to

ensure that all information: (i) in these Docs; (ii) available on the PandapunkDAO website 

https://Pandapunknft.com, (iii) available on its Twitter account 

(https://twitter.com/Pandapunknft), (iv) its Discord Channel 

(https://discord.com/invite/mwZYyaxRHg), or (v) any other available information 

moderated by PP (collectively, the “Sites”) (all the information here and all information 

available on the Sites hereinafter referred to as the “Current Information”) 

is accurate and up to date, such material in no way constitutes professional advice. 

Individuals intending to purchase the PP token (each a “Token Purchase”) should seek

independent professional advice prior to acting on any of the Current Information.

NO REPRESENTATION & WARRANTIES

Notwithstanding any other provision of these Legal Notices or any statement made\

expressly or impliedly in the Current Information, PP does not make or purport to make, 

and hereby disclaims, any representation warranty undertaking or covenant in any form

whatsoever to any entity or person, including any representation warranty undertaking or

covenant in relation to the truth, accuracy and completeness of any of the information

set out in the Current Information.

REPRESENTATION & WARRANTIES BY YOU

By accessing the Current Information or engaging in a Token Purchase, you represent 

and warrant to PP:

 You are over 18 (eighteen) years of age;

 You agree, accept, and acknowledge that the Tokens do not constitute shares or 

 equities or securities or financial instruments or investments in any form in any 

 jurisdiction for any purpose;

 You agree and acknowledge that the Current Information does not constitute a

 prospectus or offer Information, and presently there is no plan for the Current 

 Information to be so reviewed;
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 The distribution or dissemination of the Current Information any part thereof or 

 any copy thereof, 

 or acceptance of the same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, 

 regulations or rules in your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation

 to possession are applicable,

  You have observed and complied with all such restrictions at your own expense

 and without liability to PP;

 You will not make any representation to any person regarding the Tokens that 

 conflict with these Legal Notices;

 You agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to purchase any Tokens, 

 the Tokens are not to be construed, interpreted, classified or treated as:

  Debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity 

  (whether PP or otherwise);

  Rights, options or derivatives in respect of such debentures, stocks or shares;

  Rights under a contract for differences or under any other contract the purpose or

  Pretended purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss;

  Units in a collective investment scheme;

  Units in a business trust;

  Derivatives of units in a business trust;

  Any other security or class of securities; or

  Any type of investment
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 you are fully aware of and understand that you are not eligible to purchase any 

 Tokens or access the Current Information if you are a citizen, national, resident 

 (tax or otherwise) of an internationally sanctioned country. 

 you have a basic degree of understanding of the operation, functionality, usage, 

 storage, transmission mechanisms and other material characteristics of 

 cryptocurrencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency wallets

 or other related token storage mechanisms, blockchain technology and smart

 contract technology; 

 You are fully aware and understand, there are risks associated with: (A) PP and its

 business and operations; (B) the Tokens; (C) the Token Purchase; (D) storage 

 of the Tokens, and (E) relying or acting on all or any part of the Current Information; 

 You agree and acknowledge that PP is not liable for any direct, indirect, special, 

 incidental, consequential, or other losses of any kind in tort

 contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue income or profits or

 loss of use or data or loss of reputation or loss of any economic or other opportunity of 

 whatsoever nature or howsoever arising) arising out of or in connection with any 

 acceptance of or reliance on the Current Information, Token Purchase, or any part 

 thereof by you; and 

 All of the above representations and warranties are true, complete,

 accurate and not misleading from the time of your last access to and/or possession 

 of (as the case may be) the Current Information.

CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

All statements contained in the Current Information, statements made in any press

releases or in any place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be 

made by PP or PP representatives (as the case may be), that are not statements of 

historical fact, constitute “forward looking statements”. Some of these statements can be 

identified by forward-looking terms such as “aim”, “target”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, 

“estimate”, “expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”, “probable”, “project”, “should”, “would”, 

“will” or other similar terms.
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However, these terms are not the exclusive means of identifying forward-looking statements. 

All statements regarding PP’s financial position, business strategies, plans and prospects 

and the future prospects of the industry which PP is in are forward-looking statements. 

These forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements as to PP’s

 revenue profitability and growth, expected revenue profitability and growth, prospects, 

future plans, network plans, other expected industry trends and other matters discussed in

the Current Information regarding PP are matters that are not historic facts, but only 

estimations and predictions.

PP makes no representation or warranty on having made any predictions or estimates 

or expectations on the basis of any formula, any mathematical or scientific modeling or

forecast, or having made any due and proper enquiries or having undertaken any 

independent research or studies or otherwise. These forward-looking statements involve 

known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual future

results, performance or achievements of PP to be materially different from any future results,

performance or achievements expected, expressed or implied by such forward-looking 

statements. These factors include, amongst others:

 Changes in legal, political, social, economic, and stock or cryptocurrency market

 conditions and the regulatory environment in the countries in which PP conducts 

 its business and/or its operations or where you engage in a Token Purchase;

 The risk that PP may be unable or execute or implement its business strategies and

 future plans;

 changes in interest rates and exchange rates of fiat currencies and cryptocurrencies;

 changes in the anticipated growth strategies and expected internal growth of PP;

 changes in the availability and fees payable to PP in connection with its business and

 operations;

 changes in the availability and salaries of employees who are required by PP to 

 operate its business and operations;

 changes in preferences of customers of PP;

 changes in competitive conditions under which PP operates, and the ability of PP 

 to compete under such conditions;
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 Changes in the future capital needs of PP and the availability of financing and 

 capital to fund such needs;

 War or acts of international or domestic terrorism;

 Occurrences of catastrophic events, natural disasters and acts of God that affect 

 the businesses and/or operations of PP;

 Other factors beyond the control of PP; and

 Any risk and uncertainties associated with PP and its business and operations, 

 the Tokens, the Token Purchase and reliance on all or any part of the Current

  Information.

All forward-looking statements made by or attributable to PP or PP representatives 

are expressly qualified in their entirety by such factors. Given that risks and uncertainties

that may cause the actual future results, performance or achievements of PP to be

materially different from that expected, expressed or implied by the forward-looking 

statements in the Current Information, undue reliance must not be placed on these 

statements.

These forward-looking statements are applicable only as of the later of the date

of publication of these Docs and the latest date that the Sites have been updated. 

Neither PP nor PP representatives nor any other person represents, warrants and/or

undertakes that the actual future results, performance or achievements of PP will be 

as discussed in those forward-looking statements. The actual results, performance or 

achievements of PP may differ materially from those anticipated in these forward-looking

 statements.

Nothing contained in the Current Information is or may be relied upon as a promise, 

representation or undertaking as to the future performance or policies of PP. Further, 

PP disclaims any responsibility to update any of those forward-looking statements or 

publicly announce any revisions to those forward-looking statements to reflect future 

developments, events or circumstances, even if new information becomes available or 

other events occur in the future.
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